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EDITORIAL

INTERNATIONALITY A FACT.
By DANIEL DE LEON

HE railroad strike of Portugal, together with the international sentiment

evoked against the same at all the stock exchanges of the world—from

Berlin to Chicago, from Paris and London to New York—is one of those

“capitalist manifestations” that contribute solid chunks of guidance to the practical

Labor or Socialist Movement. The particular point in the practical Socialist or Labor

Movement, that the international sentiment expressed at the stock-exchanges

against the said strike throws light upon, is the Question of Immigration.

The Marxian motto “Proletarians of all countries, unite?” is frequently

considered, even by people who favor Socialism, as a purely sentimental utterance.

These people consider the utterance pretty, but of no practical value; and, when the

utterance is sought to be applied to the Question of Immigration the cry is raised of

“Unpractical,” and the motto, together with all that flows therefrom, is rejected.

Fact is, there is no sentiment whatever in the Marxian motto, nor any in the

matter of liberal immigration. The former, and its consequence, the latter, are

supremely practical; and, as such, they are broad-based on facts, leaving their

opposites sentimentally in the air.

Robust is the fact that Capital is international; knows no “country,” save the

world; recognizes no God, save Profits; bows to no flag, save that of the $. The

necessities of Capital betray the fact at every turn. Periodically announcements are

made of stocks sold in England; Germany, France, and of loans raised there on

American railroad, mining and other properties; of Japanese and Argentinean

Government bonds sold in Berlin and New York; of Russian railroad and oil

securities placed in Chicago. It is now discovered that Portuguese railroads are

likewise owned, not at home, but internationally, hence the difficulty in settling the

strike.
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The first conclusion from all this can not be escaped—it is not the Capitalist

Class of any one country that rides the working class of that country: it is

International Capital that rides the International proletariat.

The second conclusion makes mince-meat of all charges of “Sentimentality”

preferred against the Socialist posture of liberal immigration. Indeed, the second

conclusion turns the tables upon the anti-Immigrationists and convicts them of the

worst of Sentimentality—the Sentimentality of Superstition.

Nations, to-day, are like Craft-Unions—compartments into which it is sought to

keep the proletariat divided. The capitalist himself is above such superstitions. He

needs a field as broad as the earth for his depredations; and, in the darkness which

he creates, all capitalist cats are, to him, grey. Those who, though believing

themselves Socialists, would distinguish between the proletariat of one country and

of another, succumb to the capitalist sleight-of-hand of imagining differences where

there are none; hence, of resisting the immigration of their fellow wage-slaves.
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